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In this way the pupil will slip readily into reading:, and if
in later lessons the number of new words and usages
is graduated, the first condition of steady progress is
provided.
In accordance with our leading principles the subject-
matter of the readers for the first two, or even three years,
,zs better confined to familiar Indian life, and should on
no account trespass upon distinctively English life or
have English illustrations. The pupil needs to use
English as a means of communication in his Indian home
,and his Indian school.
In language the reader should hit a mean between
language that is so bald as to lose all its English flavour,
and English that is so idiomatic as to present difficulties
at every turn. But besides the introduction of new
words, equally necessary is the introduction of new
'Common idioms and usages drawn from colloquial English
that can serve equally well in speaking and writing. In
current primers and readers it is this latter element in
the English tongue that is commonly overlooked, with
the result that the pupil grows up unable to understand
or to use himself a mass of commonplace English of the
greatest use in ordinary talk and writing. And the
impoverishment is quite unnecessary.
A warning should be uttered against the adoption of
iirst readers (for some reason usually called * primers')
in which the selection of matter and language is deter-
mined by a phonic principle, so to call it, instead of by
simple usefulness in the pupil's daily life.
Such, for instance, is the type of primer which begins
with words all of one syllable, or relates how £ the hen ran
to the van,' or f the lad licked the lock and was sick,' and
so on. The stuff must, above all, be such as the pupil
would himself actually think about, the ideas must be
ideas ordinarily coming into his mind, and not language
and matter specially conjured up in the mind of the writer
of the primer for the occasion. It is as well to enter on
connected matter after the first few pages, if not indeed
from the very beginning, and in no case should the pupil
£e called upon to face a series of sentences disconnected
in subject and connected in la?iguage only by similarities
<?/ spelling or sound. It is time that in teaching English

